
NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde: New Medicines Decisions
In Scotland, a newly licensed medicine is routinely available in a health board only after it has been: 
 accepted for use in NHSScotland by the Scottish Medicines Consortium (SMC), and 
 accepted for use by the health board’s Area Drug and Therapeutics Committee (ADTC). 
 
All medicines accepted by SMC are available in Scotland, but may not be considered ‘routinely available’ within NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde (NHSGG&C) because of available services and preferences for alternative medicines.
 
‘Routinely available’ means that a medicine can be prescribed by the appropriately qualified person within a health board.  
 
Each health board has an ADTC. The Greater Glasgow and Clyde ADTC is responsible for advising the NHSGG&C health board on all aspects of the use of medicines.  
 
Medicines routinely available within NHSGG&C are usually included in the GGC Formulary. The Formulary is a list of medicines for use in the health board that has been agreed by ADTC in consultation with local clinical experts. It offers a choi
medicines for healthcare professionals to prescribe for common medical conditions. The GGC Formulary can help improve safety as prescribers are likely to become more familiar with the medicines in it and also helps make sure that standards of care 
are consistent across the health board. 
 
How does NHSGG&C decide which new medicines to make routinely available for patients? 
The ADTC in NHSGG&C will consider national and local guidance before deciding whether to make a new medicine routinely available. 
 
What national guidance does the ADTC consider? 
 SMC advice: The SMC considers newly licensed medicines and advises health boards in Scotland whether they should be available. When SMC considers a new medicine for the NHS in Scotland, it looks at:

o how well the medicine works, 
o which patients might benefit from it , 
o whether it is as good or better than medicines the NHS already uses to treat the medical condition, and  
o whether it is good value for money.  

 In the table below, national guidance usually refers to SMC advice. Links to SMC advice for individual medicines are also included in the table. 
 In some cases, other agencies may also provide guidance on how medicines should be used. For example, Healthcare Improvement Scotland issues alerts to advise if National Institute for Health and Care Excellence Multiple Technology 

Appraisals (NICE MTAs) are applicable in Scotland.  

What local guidance does the ADTC consider? 
 Advice from local clinical experts who would be expected to prescribe a particular medicine, where that service is available in NHSGG&C. 

 
Why is a particular medicine not routinely available in NHSGGC?  
 This is usually because the medicine is not recommended for use in NHSScotland by the SMC.   
 The medicine may not be routinely available in a health board, particularly in smaller health boards, because there is not a suitable specialist who may use the medicine.  
 There may also be differences in which medicines are preferred in health boards. Sometimes SMC accepts more than one medicine for treating a specific medical condition. Clinical experts in each health board consider whether to add new 

medicines to their formulary and advise the ADTC.  Sometimes it is agreed that established medicines are a better choice than new medicines. 
 

Medicine Condition being treated NHSGGC Decision Date of decision
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Empagliflozin

Jardiance®

In adults for the treatment of symptomatic chronic 
heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (left 
ventricular ejection fraction [LVEF] >40%).

19/06/2023

SMC2523

Routinely available in line with 
national guidance

Icosapent ethyl

Vazkepa®

To reduce the risk of cardiovascular events in adult 
statin-treated patients at high cardiovascular risk 
with elevated triglycerides (≥1.7mmol/L) and
- established cardiovascular disease, or 
- diabetes, and at least one other cardiovascular 
risk factor.

19/06/2023

SMC2531

Not routinely available as not 
recommended for use in 
NHSScotland

Nivolumab

Opdivo®

In combination with fluoropyrimidine- and platinum-
based combination chemotherapy for the first-line 
treatment of adult patients with unresectable 
advanced, recurrent or metastatic oesophageal 
squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) with tumour cell 
programmed death ligand 1 (PD-L1) expression 
≥1%.

19/06/2023

SMC2519

Routinely available in line with local 
or regional guidance

Pembrolizumab

Keytruda®

In combination with chemotherapy as neoadjuvant 
treatment, and then continued as monotherapy as 
adjuvant treatment after surgery, for the treatment 
of adults with locally advanced, or early stage triple-
negative breast cancer (TNBC) at high risk of 
recurrence.

19/06/2023

SMC2538

Not routinely available as local 
implementation plans are being 
developed or ADTC is waiting for 
further advice from local clinical 
experts - Decision expected by:

31/10/2023
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Polatuzumab

Polivy®

In combination with rituximab, cyclophosphamide, 
doxorubicin, and prednisone (R-CHP) for the 
treatment of adult patients with previously 
untreated diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL).

19/06/2023

SMC2525

Not routinely available as local 
implementation plans are being 
developed or ADTC is waiting for 
further advice from local clinical 
experts - Decision expected by:

31/08/2023

Rimegepant

Vydura®

The preventive treatment of episodic migraine in 
adults who have at least four migraine attacks per 
month.

19/06/2023

SMC2567

Not routinely available as not 
recommended for use in 
NHSScotland

Rimegepant

Vydura®

For the acute treatment of migraine with or without 
aura in adults.

19/06/2023

SMC2521

Routinely available in line with 
national guidance

Tafasitamab

Minjuvi®

In combination with lenalidomide followed by 
tafasitamab monotherapy for the treatment of adult 
patients with relapsed or refractory diffuse large B-
cell lymphoma (DLBCL) who are not eligible for 
autologous stem cell transplant (ASCT).

19/06/2023

SMC2522

Not routinely available as not 
recommended for use in 
NHSScotland
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Treosulfan

Trecondi®

In combination with fludarabine as part of 
conditioning treatment prior to allogeneic 
haematopoietic stem cell transplantation 
(alloHSCT) in adult patients with malignant and 
non-malignant diseases, and in paediatric patients 
older than one month with malignant diseases.

19/06/2023

SMC2527

Routinely available in line with local 
or regional guidance

Upadacitinib

Rinvoq®

Treatment of adult patients with moderately to 
severely active Crohn’s disease (CD) who have 
had an inadequate response, lost response or 
were intolerant to either conventional therapy or a 
biologic agent, or for whom such therapies are not 
advisable.

19/06/2023

SMC2575

Routinely available in line with 
national guidance
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